Abstract -With the enhancement of living standards, Car has become the most out of essential transport tools for us all. But in big cities, one to the rush, the road will be crowded; you can see all kinds of different brands, models, colors and sizes of vehicles. This is not just the status quo in China; most of the countries will have this happen. Then, in different regions, the model of the vehicle, the size will vary it? In this regard, we use K-means clustering algorithm to analysis relations among attributes of vehicles.
Introduction

The relationship between vehicle models, sizes and regions
According to the downloaded data from the data hall, analyze the relationship between vehicle models, sizes and regions. Models can be divided into three countries, four countries and five countries, mainly from the tire size and the number of point of view, there are 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 13, 16 several. China's major provinces in the region are mainly divided into a total of 25 provinces, in a total of 1111 data based in Figure 1 . Analyzed by region, Shandong vehicles, followed by Beijing and Anhui, Jiangxi minimal. By models to analyze, to the country three or four main countries, only a small number of vehicles are five of the country. By size analysis, six vehicles are the most common and the most, only a very few of the 13 or 16.
2.K-Means Clustering Analysis
2.1General Introduce for K-Means algorithm
Assuming K-means clustering problem is to have a set of N data set X = {x1, x2, x3, ..., xn} be clustering. K-means clustering problem is to find the value of a division of Pk X = {C1, C2, C3, ..., Ck}, so that the objective function . Typically spatial clustering algorithm is built on the basis of various distances, such as the Euclidean distance, Manhattan distance and clear Cowes distance. Among them, the most commonly used is the Euclidean distance.
The basic idea of K-means algorithm is: Given an n data object database contains, and the need to generate the number of clusters k, k randomly selected objects as the k initial cluster centers; and then the remainder of each sample to calculate each distance from the cluster center, to return to the sample from the class of its nearest cluster center that is located on the way to a new class using the average of the adjusted calculate the new cluster centers; twice if the adjacent cluster centers no change, indicating that the adjustment is completed and the cluster sample average error criterion function has converged. In each iteration of the algorithm must examine each sample classification is correct, if correct, will have to adjust. Modify the cluster centers in all the samples after adjustment is completed, one iteration to the next. If the first iteration, all samples are correctly classified, there will be no adjustment, there will be no change in the cluster center. In the algorithm iteration values decreasing, eventually converge to a fixed value. The guidelines also a measure of the algorithm is based on the correct one.
K-means algorithm process can be described as: Algorithm: divide and calculate the average cluster object-based.
Input: the number of clusters K and database containing n objects.
Output: K clusters under the square sum of the minimum error conditions. Methods: 1) K arbitrarily selected objects as the initial cluster centers;
2) division of all objects corresponding to the cluster; 3) calculate the average value of each cluster of objects, all objects will reassign similar clusters; 4) Repeat; 5) until no more changes. Defective K-means clustering method is that it generates rigid division, that is, each data point is uniquely assigned to one and only one cluster. Thanks in advance not know the actual situation of clustering, so this could be a serious limitation. Meanwhile, K-means algorithm is very easy to fall into local minima and thus can not obtain the global optimal International Conference on Applied Social Science Research (ICASSR 2015) solution, in a large space vector space search performance. Meanwhile, K-means method for the isolation and abnormal data is sensitive and non-spherical cluster may fail.
Clustering Results
The initial value of k as 17, which is this 1111 data, according to the models and sizes are divided into 17 different clusters, as the following form. B. After an iterative process, since no changes in the cluster center or minor changes to achieve convergence. Absolute maximum coordinate any changes to the center of .000. Current iteration is 1. The initial minimum distance between the centers is 1.000. Therefore, this process does not bring any change to the results. So this is not a map. And because the data is too large, so the cluster members are not setting them up.
C. After the end of the iterative process, the formation of the distance between the final cluster centers, and final cluster centers. Seen in the following figure. 
CONCLUSION
According spss software, existing data, k-means analysis, produced a total of 17 clusters. The first category proportional to the fourth category accounted for the largest shows in most areas of the country, three and four countries most vehicles, and especially the six-wheeled vehicle occupies the top spot, in fact, in the hearts of everyone, the general model, the size of it enough, no how much the car really good, as long as it can play a role in the daily life is enough of. In contrast, these types of vehicles like 13,15,16,17 least 1,000 pieces of data, and only one-thousandth, indicating the country in fact five cars are not common, especially in the four and eight, for the country, four of the car, it is 13 and 16 cars are rare, for the general public is concerned, this car is not the first choice of their hearts. Overall, data analysis or data mining is just onesided, it does not cover all situations. Only from the data, the vehicle model, the size of the region is the presence of a certain relationship, as in Shandong, Anhui, Beijing and other places, the vehicle is the largest, but also includes almost all models, and in Jiangxi, Shanxi, Xinjiang, Hunan , the vehicle is minimal, only three or four countries national small car. Although these data is not enough to prove anything, but relatively speaking, large population, rapid development of the region, vehicle models, size is also relatively high. Regardless of the results of k-means clustering algorithm, regardless of their own area is not included on all models, as long as they buy their favorite car on it, the other is not important.
